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Abstract: This article aims to explore how to improve English informatization teaching in higher vocational education. Firstly, the current status of the use of information-based teaching tools, the degree of integration of information technology and education, and the challenges faced were analyzed. Then, a series of optimizations were proposed for vocational English education in the context of informatization. By updating the concept of informatization teaching, constructing an information-based course resource system, and innovating informatization teaching models, we are committed to improving the quality of vocational English teaching and promoting the comprehensive development of students.
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1 Introduction

In the context of the rapid development of information technology, English teaching in higher vocational education is facing significant challenges and opportunities. As a means of contemporary education, information-based teaching has opened up new paths and possibilities for the teaching methods of vocational English. However, there are still some problems in the application methods, technology integration, and teaching effectiveness of current information-based teaching. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a thorough analysis of the current situation and develop effective optimization strategies to improve the quality and effectiveness of information based English teaching in vocational colleges. This study will start from three aspects: updating the concept of informatization teaching, constructing an information-based course resource system, and innovating informatization teaching models, so as to provide useful references for optimizing information-based English teaching in vocational colleges.

2 Analysis of the current situation of informatization teaching in higher vocational English

2.1 Overview of the application of informatization teaching methods

In the field of English teaching in higher vocational education, the use of information-based teaching methods is becoming increasingly common. Teachers are gradually adopting tools such as multimedia courseware and online learning platforms to enhance classroom interactivity and learning experience. The use of multimedia courseware makes the teaching content more vivid and intuitive. Through the display of illustrations and text, students are more likely to understand the abstract and difficult grammar rules and vocabulary. In addition, with the rapid development of internet technology, virtual laboratories and online language communication platforms have also provided broader space for vocational English teaching.
2.2 The integration of information technology and teaching

However, the integration of information technology and teaching still faces some challenges. Some teachers still have some resistance towards the application of new technologies, and require certain training and support for the use and maintenance of teaching platforms. In addition, the differences in information technology levels among different schools have also led to an imbalance in teaching resources, and some students may feel that teaching is unfair due to the differences in technological conditions [1].

2.3 Existing problems

Although information-based teaching methods are widely adopted, there are still some urgent issues that need to be addressed. Firstly, the quality and updating speed of some teaching resources are not ideal enough, which affects the actual effectiveness of information-based teaching. Secondly, some students have relatively weak learning abilities in the information environment and lack the ability to learn independently, requiring more guidance and support. Finally, the security and privacy issues of teaching platforms are also current challenges that need to be addressed, and ensuring the security of student information is crucial.

3 Optimization strategies for higher vocational English teaching in the informatization environment

3.1 Updating the concept of information-based teaching

In the information-based environment, the updating of teaching concepts involves a broader shift in teaching paradigms, which requires educators to deeply understand students' needs and meet them in innovative ways. Traditional teaching concepts often focus on imparting knowledge and the authority of teachers, but modern students tend to pursue personalized and practical learning experiences. Therefore, the update of teaching concepts is not only a technological update, but also a process of profound reflection on educational philosophy and teaching methods. Under modern teaching concepts, teachers should place students at the center of the learning process and promote their participatory learning. By utilizing information technology tools, teachers can create a more attractive and interactive teaching environment, thereby stimulating students' learning enthusiasm and initiative. This student-centered teaching method encourages students to actively explore and collaborate in learning, thereby enhancing their problem-solving and innovation abilities. The key to updating teaching concepts is for educators to fully understand and utilize the potential of information technology. Information technology is not only a tool, but also a medium that can promote the cultivation of students' information literacy and comprehensive abilities. By integrating information technology, educators can design more interactive courses to cultivate students' abilities in information acquisition, processing, and application, such as introducing online teaching platforms, virtual laboratories, and multimedia teaching resources to enable students to apply their knowledge in practical problems. Through online collaboration tools and virtual team projects, students can better practice and develop team collaboration and creative problem-solving skills in an information-based environment. This practical learning approach not only promotes students' comprehensive literacy in the information age, but also cultivates their ability to adapt to future society. In the process of updating teaching concepts, educators should also pay attention to the combination of subject knowledge and interdisciplinary abilities, so that students not only have solid professional knowledge, but also can apply this knowledge across borders and flexibly solve practical problems [2].

3.2 Building an information-based curriculum resource system

In the process of constructing an information-based curriculum resource system, educators first need to conduct comprehensive planning, and deeply understand students' subject level, interest, and development direction based on the characteristics of the subject and their needs. This in-depth understanding provides a foundation for targeted selection and
design of applicable information-based teaching resources. The integration of diversified resources such as online textbooks, teaching videos, and interactive simulation software will help meet students' diverse learning needs and increase their interest and participation in the English subject. Secondly, focusing on the practicality of resources is a necessary consideration for building an information-based curriculum resource system. In order to help students systematically absorb and master knowledge, resources need to have a clear and logical structure. The use of multimedia teaching and virtual experiments can stimulate students' visual and auditory senses, thereby improving learning outcomes. In addition, the practicality of resources is also very important, as they should be related to practical application scenarios, enabling students to apply the knowledge they have learned to daily life and enhancing their practical operation and problem-solving skills. Meanwhile, the adaptability of resources is a key element in building an effective teaching system. Students have differences in subject level and learning style. Therefore, it is particularly important to build a resource system that adapts to the needs of different students. Through personalized learning paths and resource settings at different levels of difficulty, students' personalized learning needs can be better met, and their subject level and learning motivation can be improved. Finally, emphasizing the interactivity of resources is an essential element in building an information-based curriculum resource system. Introducing elements such as online discussions and real-time feedback can enable students to better participate and interact with teachers and classmates. This interactivity not only helps to stimulate students' interest in learning, but also promotes deep understanding and practical application of knowledge. Through the interactive resources provided, students can build opportunities for collaboration and communication in their learning and develop teamwork and communication skills. In practical operation, utilizing platforms such as the "Learning Management System" (LMS) to build and manage information-based curriculum resource system is an effective way. These platforms can help educators organize, manage, and evaluate the use of course resources in a more orderly manner, ensuring timely updates and continuous optimization of resources to adapt to constantly changing disciplinary and technological developments.

3.3 Innovating informatization teaching mode

In the information technology environment, innovating the teaching mode of vocational English, especially teaching methods, learning methods, and evaluation systems, has become a key strategy to improve teaching effectiveness. This is mainly to better adapt to the individual learning needs of students. Firstly, innovative informatization teaching models should focus on interactive teaching methods. The traditional one-way teaching mode is no longer suitable for students' needs, while interactive teaching can encourage students to participate more actively in the learning process through online discussions, real-time Q&A. Educators can use online platforms to set up discussion areas or groups to encourage students to share viewpoints and ask questions, thereby promoting knowledge co-construction. Secondly, adopting personalized learning methods is the key to innovative informatization teaching models. By utilizing technologies such as artificial intelligence and big data analysis, educators can personalized design learning paths and teaching resources based on each student's subject level, learning style, and interest characteristics [3].

In addition, innovative information-based teaching models should emphasize interdisciplinary integration. English teaching should not be limited to a single disciplinary category, but should be combined with other disciplines such as computer science and literature to create an interdisciplinary learning environment. This interdisciplinary approach helps to expand students' knowledge fields, enhance their comprehensive abilities and innovative thinking. At the same time, the teaching evaluation system also needs to be reformed, paying more attention to the evaluation of students' comprehensive qualities. In addition to traditional exam evaluation methods, forms such as project assignments and team project evaluations can be introduced to comprehensively evaluate students' performance in the English subject. At the same time,
utilizing information technology to provide real-time feedback and personalized suggestions helps students better understand their subject level and find directions for progress.

4 Conclusion

In this information age, educators need to constantly learn, innovate, and skillfully integrate information technology into teaching practice. Only by continuously expanding our thinking and improving our methods can we better guide students to adapt to the learning environment of the information age and cultivate their ability to possess comprehensive qualities. The optimization of vocational English teaching is a continuous development process, and informatization will become a powerful engine to promote this process.
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